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The Return of the Strike: How to Counter Strikes, Pickets &
Boycotts

Event

The Olympic Club 

524 Post Street 

San Francisco, CA 94102

10.12.22 

8:00 AM — 4:30 PM PDT

$65 per person

Workplace activism is on the rise, and work stoppages ranging from labor union-led strikes to

spontaneous employee walkouts have been at historic levels. This program will examine what kinds

of activity is lawful, and most importantly, how to equip your employer with the best contingency

plan to counter the effectiveness of a strike or picketing activity.

Join Fisher Phillips Labor Relations co-chair, Todd Lyon, and attorney Alex Desrosiers for a full-day

labor relations program on how to prepare for and succeed in the face of strikes, pickets, and

boycotts. Whether a non-union organization or an employer with a longstanding labor relationship –

operations managers, human resources leaders, and labor relations managers will learn “where

the legal lines are” with respect to the latest strike tactics utilized by organized labor – with one eye

on where the law stands today – and another on where it may be going. 

The firm is submitting this training for HRCI/SHRM credit. Fisher Phillips will make all reasonable

efforts to obtain CLE credit for this program in every state that is relevant to attendee’s MCLE needs.

In certain instances, some programs may not be awarded CLE credit because of content, delivery, or

jurisdictional restrictions.

If you have any questions, please contact Jennifer Barry-Smith.

Fisher Phillips is committed to providing access to all of our events for disabled attendees. If you

need an accommodation to participate in this event, please give us three business days advance

notice prior to the scheduled event by contacting Jennifer Barry-Smith. Thank you.
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